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	The first book to explain the principals behind mobile 3D hardware implementation, helping readers understand advanced algorithms, produce low-cost, low-power SoCs, or become familiar with embedded systems


	As mobile broadcasting and entertainment applications evolve, there is increasing interest in 3D graphics within the field of mobile electronics, particularly for handheld devices. In Mobile 3D Graphics SoC, Yoo provides a comprehensive understanding of the algorithms of mobile 3D graphics and their real chip implementation methods. 3D graphics SoC (System on a Chip) architecture and its interaction with embedded system software are explained with numerous examples. Yoo divides the book into three sections: general methodology of low power SoC, design of low power 3D graphics SoC, and silicon implementation of 3D graphics SoCs and their application to mobile electronics. Full examples are presented at various levels such as system level design and circuit level optimization along with design technology. Yoo incorporates many real chip examples, including many commercial 3D graphics chips, and provides cross-comparisons of various architectures and their performance. Furthermore, while advanced 3D graphics techniques are well understood and supported by industry standards, this is less true in the emerging mobile applications and games market. This book redresses this imbalance, providing an in-depth look at the new OpenGL ES (The Standard for Embedded Accelerated 3D Graphics), and shows what these new embedded systems graphics libraries can provide for 3D graphics and games developers.
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Next Generation SSH2 Implementation: Securing Data in MotionSyngress Publishing, 2008
The most up-to-date information on the next generation of SSH and how to incorporate into your organization's security environment.     

   New security risks, continuously evolving regulation and increasing security standards have created new and growing needs for secure internal information transfers, which SSH provides. This book...
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Multidimensional ChromatographyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
Research and development in the field of hyphenated techniques has been growing rapidly in the last few years, as indicated by the growing number of conferences on the subject and also the huge number of papers published on techniques such as LC-GC (Liquid Chromatography-Gas Chromatography). Multidimensional techniques - the combination of 2...
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Physics for Flash Games, Animation, and SimulationsFriends of Ed, 2011

	Physics for Flash Games, Animation, and Simulations teaches ActionScript programmers how to incorporate real physics into their Flash animations, games, user interfaces, and simulations. 

	
		Introduces Flash physics in an accurate, but approachable way, covering what is required to produce physically...
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Zune For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2007
Let Microsoft insiders Brian Johnson and Duncan Mackenzie introduce you to Zune, the exciting new portable media player that plays both audio and video. They explain the numerous entertaining possibilities of Zune, such as transferring a music collection to your Zune, purchasing new music, connecting with friends who share similar taste in music...
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Social Knowledge: Using Social Media to Know What You Know (Premier Reference Source)IGI Global, 2010


	Unlike many of the management movements of the last half century knowledge management has no

	single origin or unambiguous instantiation. Business Process Reengineering, the Balanced Score Card

	and the Learning Organisation (to mention but a few) all originate with a single book which then defines

	the field. In Knowledge Management...
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California Algebra 2: Concepts, Skills, and Problem SolvingMcGraw-Hill, 2007

	Unit 1: First-Degree Equations and Inequalities. Unit 2: Quadratic, Polynomial, and Radical Equations and Inequalities. Unit 3: Advanced Functions and Relations. Unit 4: Discrete Mathematics. Unit 5: Trigonometry. Standards Review.
...
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